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June 1, 2007

ART IN REVIEW; Trisha Donnelly
By MARTHA SCHWENDENER

Casey Kaplan 
525 West 21st Street, Chelsea 
Through June 14 
Trisha Donnelly is not interested in your ''getting'' her work. The gallery release she has written omits the
customary introductions and explanations but features an abstruse poem (well, it resembles a poem)
composed by the artist: 

I incline towards the minds of others 
and all it is 
all it is -- is 
the vert panic 
the mind mass 
of cantled freaks 
th. constant triple knock of 3 parallel pains 
I am the all star epileptic truth- 
x4 x4 x4 
africa take me in your form. 

The works here include a series of C-prints made by placing a shipping tube wrapped with a photograph
of an unidentified woman on a scanner; a scan of a trumpet's bell partly obscured by a slip of paper that
reads ''Peralta'' (a reference both to the skateboarder Stacy Peralta and to a town in Spain); stele-shaped
armatures covered with peach-colored fabric; a small photograph of the interior of a B-17 bomber;
drawings showing fragments of movement or objects; and a sound piece with booming church bells
whose frequency increases over the course of the show.

This hodgepodge of sound, text, image and performance (on opening night Ms. Donnelly moved two
sculptures, then banished the audience from the gallery, then let everyone return) is in keeping with her
genre- and interpretation-defying oeuvre.

But while her work admirably stands apart from easily consumable art, packaging it for a gallery show
creates problems. Her works are less interesting as objects than as a body of ideas; Ms. Donnelly
withholds so much from her viewers that her work runs the risk of being more interesting explained than
experienced. If you favor philosophical abstraction over something more concrete -- the ''all it is -- is''
embedded in her text -- then it is easier to accept her methods. MARTHA SCHWENDENER
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